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02 August 2019 

 

RE: Rix's Creek South Continuation of Mining Project SSD 6300 

 

To Independent Planning Commissioners Professor Mary O’Kane, Andrew Hutton and Tony 

Pearson, 

My name is Hannah Lumsden and I strongly support the Rix’s Creek Continuation of Mining 

Project (SSD 6300). I am a full-time employee of The Bloomfield Group, based primarily at Rix’s 

Creek Mine. I hold a Bachelor Degree in Environmental Science and Management, majoring in 

Sustainability. My current role is Environmental Officer. My role includes assisting in the 

coordination and implementation of the Rix’s Creek Mine Environmental Management Strategy. As 

an Environmental Officer at Rix’s Creek Mine I can attest for the high standard of environmental 

performance that exists throughout this Company. Rix’s Creek Mine places a strong focus on 

environmental compliance across all areas of the operation. 

One of my previous roles at Rix’s Creek Mine was assisting in the development of the Rix’s Creek 

Mine Noise Management Plan in the role of Environmental Noise Compliance Technician. At Rix’s 

Creek, attended night time noise monitoring is conducted each night that the mine is operational 

utilising a sound level meter, the predictive mine noise forecast model and the Rix’s Creek Mine 

Noise Trigger Action Response Plan (TARP). This proactive role was created to ensure that mine 

operation noise limits remain below approved noise levels every night the mine is operational. 

Having personnel in the field measuring mining noise levels ensures our production supervisors 

aren’t solely reliant on remote stationary noise loggers and then conducting only reactive attended 

mine noise monitoring. During the recent Public Meeting held on 29th July 2019 you the Panel 

asked the process of dealing with high noise levels and complaints. To confirm, the Rix’s Mine 

Noise Trigger Action Response Plan clearly identifies the necessary response to possible triggers. 

If a noise complaint is received, the OCE/production supervisor will notify the Attended Mine Noise 

Monitoring / Compliance personnel in the field who will immediately make their way to as close to 

the complainant’s residence as reasonably practical and conduct a noise reading. Those noise 

results are immediately provided to the OCE who can make any necessary changes to the 

operation. Importantly, a standard noise reading is 15 minutes in duration, however, our personnel 

on the ground have the ability to conduct brief readings or ‘spot-checks’ utilising the sound meter 

and are therefore not restricted to waiting a whole 15 minutes, this significantly increases action 



efficiency. Follow up noise monitoring will take place to ensure that any changes made have been 

satisfactory and to ensure that mine noise limits remain below approved levels. If a noise reading 

returns a result within 2dB of the limit – this activates the TARP as being ‘close to limit’. The 

response in this situation is communicating with the OCE and notifying operations that noise levels 

are within 2dB of compliance limits and changes are possibly going to be needed. This gives the 

OCE opportunity to consider and prepare for the operational changes that may be required to 

keep mine noise levels below approved limit. In this situation follow up noise readings are 

completed to ensure continued operational compliance. I have attached a copy of our Mine Noise 

TARP below. I would also like to take this opportunity to advise you the Panel that as of the date of 

writing this letter (02 August 2019) Rix’s Creek South have received one (1) noise complaint for 

this calendar year, received on the 18th January. 

Another example of excellent environmental initiative at Rix’s Creek is the development of The 

Rix’s Creek Acacia Saligna Management Plan. While the plan is still in draft form, Rix’s Creek 

environment team have been actively controlling the spread of Acacia Saligna across Rix’s North 

and South Operations since 2016. Historically sewn as an approved mine rehabilitation species, 

Acacia Saligna is a small hardy tree that quickly establishes itself as a mono-species. Native to the 

harsh conditions of Western Australia, in the Hunter Valley Acacia Saligna becomes a prolific and 

problematic species restricting biodiversity and offering very little to local native ecosystems. We 

are hugely proud of the enormous ongoing efforts to improve the quality of previously rehabilitated 

lands here at Rix’s Creek. 

Uniquely, Rix’s Creek Mine is privately owned and as such there is a momentous importance on 

final landform and rehabilitation. The approved final land use of Rix’s Creek Mine is grazing, and 

the family who own this mine have a personal interest in ensuring that successful, profitable 

grazing can occur at Rix’s Creek after the life of mine has finished. 

Rix’s Creek directly employees more than 300 people, and provides work and employment for 

many more local contractor companies. The local communities that include the largest number of 

employees and the direct economic benefit of this operation are Singleton Council (33%), Maitland 

City Council (25%) and Cessnock City Council (13%). 

With one third of our permanent work force living within the Singleton LGA, there is a huge sense 

of responsibility amongst the workforce to ensure we consistently are doing the right thing. Our 

attitude towards Air Quality is proactive, not reactive.  Our families are the people who could be 

adversely affected if we were to be irresponsible operators. Roles across all levels of the 

Company taking ownership and responsibility for dust control. The Environmental Team distribute 

daily air quality forecasting models and dust control strategies. Production planners control daily 

operations and equipment locations taking environmental meteorological forecasting into 



consideration. Supervisors and Operators at the coal face make immediate assessments of what 

is happening in the field and implement mitigation strategies as necessary. Mitigation strategies for 

dust control can include relocating equipment, speed limiting equipment, increasing water cart 

utilisation, increasing soak at dig faces, reducing or stopping operations. 

I consider myself an environmentalist and from a very young age I have always cared and held 

concerns about human impact on this planet, hence my chosen career path. My husband and I are 

expecting our first baby this Christmas, and the importance of the planets health has never 

mattered to me more than it does now we have a child on the way. I am not a climate denier. I 

understand there is a critical need for stronger planning and clearer policy from a strong and 

confident Australian Government towards a sustainable energy future. Denying Rix’s Creek Mine 

SSD6300 Development Consent could not, in my opinion, be considered a win for the climate 

emergency. 60% of our coal is semi-soft coking coal and used in the production of steel. Further, 

Rix’s Creek is one of the smallest operations in the Hunter Valley. If SSD6300 is granted, it will be 

very much business as usual on site as the mine follows its natural progression away from the 

township of Singleton. There will be only a minor increase to total annual approved production 

rates. Rix’s will continue to operate as a considerate neighbour and valuable member of the 

Singleton Community. 

The Australian Government has an obligation to prevent a monopolised resources market in 

Australia of foreign owned companies. There is a huge responsibility across all levels of Australian 

Government to support Australian owned and operated businesses such as The Bloomfield 

Group. 

My brother is a full-time employee at Kings Engineering, a Bloomfield owned and operated 

company. My husband is also a full-time employee here at Rix’s Creek Mine. My father has 

worked for this Company since 1990 – the year I was born. I have experienced first-hand in my 

time as an employee and also in my lifetime of being the child of an employee, that this company 

does genuinely display our core business values of We Care, We Deliver. I am very proud to be a 

second generation employee at this Company. I know you have heard numerous stories like mine 

with several people in one family all being tied into this company, there is undoubtedly a long-

standing theme of our workforce spanning across generations. I believe this layering of families 

has come about from young people being exposed to a good Company who genuinely care about 

employees and their families and then striving to become a part of that Company also. Gaining 

employment within the Bloomfield Group is competitive, notably our most recent traineeship 

program received over 1500 applicants, a strong reflection of our excellent culture. We have a 

reputation for being the place that people want to work. 



My husband and I are both extremely proud to have successful and rewarding careers with an 

Australian owned family company who operate this world class business operation. We appreciate 

working for a company that offers us an opportunity to further develop our skills and progress our 

careers. I look forward to SSD6300 being granted and the wide-reaching and hugely positive 

economic opportunities that it will bring. I look forward to the positivity and stability that SSD6300 

will bring to the State of NSW, to the local Hunter Community, as well as to myself, my husband 

and our baby son. 

Thank you for your time in considering this letter of support for Rix’s Creek Mine. 

Kind regards,  

Hannah Lumsden 

Environmental Officer 

Rix’s Creek Mine 

 

 

 



Rix’s Creek Mine Noise Trigger Action Response Plan 

The following Trigger Action Response Plan (TARP) will be implemented to manage complaints and high noise levels during monitoring: 

TRIGGER ACTION RESPONSE 

Noise complaint received by 
shift supervisor. 

Shift supervisor to record complaint on the Rix’s 
Creek complaint / incident form and contact Noise 
monitoring / compliance personnel to review noise 
near complainant’s residence. 

 If noise levels are not attributed to Rix’s Creek mine and 
below compliance levels operations to continue as 
normal. 

 If noise levels exceed compliance levels shift supervisor to 
amend operations in conjunction with feedback from 
Noise monitoring / compliance personnel.  

Noise monitoring / compliance personnel to review 
predictive 3D noise model and meteorological 
conditions for any potential for Rix’s Creek to exceed 
compliance limits. 

 Arrange additional noise monitoring if required.  

Initial Trigger level if noise 
levels within 2 dB of 
compliance levels (i.e. 38-40 
dB Maison Dieu). 
 

Noise monitoring / compliance personnel to contact 
shift supervisor and document site results. 

 Shift supervisor to review operation and prepare for 
amendment / shutting-down of equipment. 

 Noise monitoring / compliance personnel to re-monitor at 
site and review meteorological conditions.  

Exceedance of noise 
compliance levels in 
Development Consent (DA 
49/94) and EPA License 
(EPL3391). >40dB(A) 

Noise monitoring / compliance personnel to contact 
shift supervisor and document site results. 

 Shift supervisor to review operation and amend / shut-
down equipment 

 Shift supervisor to document changes 

 Noise monitoring / compliance personnel to re-monitor at 
site and review meteorological conditions. 

 If levels still exceed compliance levels shift supervisor to 
review operation and make further changes. 

Noise monitoring / compliance personnel to review 
predictive 3D noise model and meteorological 
conditions for any potential for Rix’s Creek to further 
exceed compliance limits. 

 Noise monitoring / compliance personnel to re-monitor at 
site and review meteorological conditions. 

 Noise monitoring / compliance personnel to conduct 
further monitoring at sites likely to exceed noise levels 
aligned with predictive 3D noise model and 
meteorological conditions.  

Results of noise levels and changes to operation 
compiled into attended noise summary. 

 Review by oncoming shift personnel including Mine 
Manager and Environmental Officer. 

 


